Rational prescribing should be based on the assessment of high-quality evidence about the benefits and risks of available treatment options. Because clinical trials, particularly randomized controlled trials (RCTs), provide the best source of evidence, their design and results need to be carefully scrutinized. The majority of RCTs of antiepileptic drugs (AEDs) have been designed to address regulatory requirements, and generally they involve restrictive eligibility criteria, rigid dosing schemes, short duration of follow-up, and comparison with placebo rather than standard treatments. Although these studies have high internal validity, they are conducted in a setting that is distant from routine clinical practice and therefore their usefulness in guiding treatment decisions is limited. Information more directly applicable to clinical practice can be derived from a relatively small number of comparative effectiveness monotherapy RCTs, although the design of some of these studies was probably biased in favor of the sponsor's product. Alarmingly, there is a paucity of well-designed trials in epilepsy syndromes other than focal epilepsies, and no RCTs at all in most of the less common epileptic syndromes of infancy and childhood. In the light of these shortcomings, there is scope for re-assessing regulatory requirements to facilitate generation of data more directly applicable to the routine clinical setting. Likewise, research-funding organizations should be sensitized about the lack of adequate evidence to guide therapeutic practice in epilepsy, and the need to promote high-quality comparative effectiveness trials. Future prospective pragmatic trials may benefit from the increasingly widespread availability of electronic health records.
Physicians managing people with epilepsy need to make treatment decisions based on the best available evidence. Although the value of observational studies and personal clinical experience cannot be discounted, unquestionably the highest quality of evidence comes from well-designed clinical trials and, particularly, randomized controlled trials (RCTs). 1 Although a large number of clinical trials of antiepileptic drugs (AEDs) have been completed over the last several decades, their usefulness in guiding treatment decisions is less than desirable. In fact, a 2013 systematic review conducted by an International League Against Epilepsy (ILAE) Subcommission concluded that "many RCTs and especially those involving new AEDs are methodologically flawed and cannot answer important clinical questions" and "there continues to be an alarming lack of well designed, properly conducted epilepsy RCTs for patients with generalized seizures/epilepsies and in children in general." 2 Clearly, there is a need for improvement in the methodology and scope of future epilepsy trials.
Many parties have a stake in how clinical trials are designed and conducted. These include people with epilepsy and their families above all, but also physicians and other healthcare providers, industry involved in the development of pharmaceuticals and devices, regulatory agencies, professional and scientific societies, and organizations involved in funding clinical care and clinical research. These stakeholders may differ in their goals, obligations, and perspectives, a fact that needs to be taken into consideration to understand the implications of study designs and associated limitations.
The present article appraises critical issues that affect the design of AED trials and their relevance to the practical management of people with epilepsy and discusses ways by which trials could be improved in the future. It is hoped that the article will be of interest not only to physicians involved in the care of people with epilepsy, but also to individuals engaged in lay epilepsy organizations, and to scientists involved in drug development and regulation.
Regulatory Trials
During the first phases of drug development, the primary purpose for conducting clinical trials is to obtain a marketing license, and therefore such trials are designed primarily to fulfill regulatory requirements. 3 Further regulatory trials may be conducted in the postmarketing phase, most notably to extend indications for additional seizure types, different populations (for example, pediatric age groups), or other treatment modalities (for example, monotherapy use). Typically, regulatory studies comply with high-quality scientific standards and sound methodologic procedures as codified by Good Clinical Practice (GCP) regulations. 4, 5 As outlined below, however, these trials are conducted under conditions that deviate markedly from those applicable to routine clinical practice (Table 1 ). This could restrict severely the generalizability of the data, and may limit considerably the possibility of using the results as a guide to rational prescribing in routine clinical settings.
Adjunctive-therapy trials
Because it is generally considered unethical to expose epilepsy patients to prolonged monotherapy with an agent whose clinical efficacy has not yet been established, traditionally investigational AEDs are tested initially as adjunctive therapy in patients whose seizures have not been controlled by existing treatments. 5, 6 In most cases, these trials provide the only data available to physicians at the time a new AED is introduced to the market. Therefore, the implications of these trials for optimal use of the drug need to be scrutinized carefully. By doing so, it is clear that there is room for improvement in several areas of clinical drug development, particularly to enable generation of information that could guide better the use of the drug in routine clinical practice. 3 Initially, investigational AEDs are often tested in openlabel uncontrolled exploratory trials, the primary purpose of which is to identify dose-limiting adverse effects, to refine knowledge of pharmacokinetic properties, and to assess potential interactions with concomitantly taken AEDs. Although these studies can provide preliminary signals of an antiseizure effect, demonstration of efficacy is ultimately dependent on the conduction of RCTs. The standard design involves randomization of patients to double-blind treatment with a range of doses of the investigational agent and placebo, administered in addition to preexisting AEDs (Fig. 1) . Typically, the protocol includes a prospective baseline, a dose-titration period of variable length, and a 12-week maintenance period. 5 Demonstration of efficacy relies on evidence that, compared with baseline, percent decrease in seizure frequency (or proportion of patients exhibiting at least a 50% reduction in seizure frequency) is greater in the active treatment group(s) than in the placebo group. This design has been utilized successfully to demonstrate efficacy and obtain marketing approval for over a dozen second-generation AEDs, 5, 7 even though its sensitivity in differentiating active from inactive treatments may have weakened over the years in relation to a rising placebo response 7 and the geographical setting in which trials are conducted. [8] [9] [10] In addition, ethical concerns have been raised following demonstration that patients randomized to placebo in these trials have a 6-fold increase in risk of sudden unexpected death in epilepsy (SUDEP) compared with patients exposed to effective treatments. 11 This could be interpreted as violating the ethical rule governing the feasibility of placebo use, that is, the requirement that "delaying or withholding the established effective intervention will result in no more than a minor increase above minimal risk to the participant." 12 Obtaining a marketing license requires demonstration of efficacy and safety. For AEDs, this requirement is generally met by providing evidence that the product of interest is superior to placebo in reducing seizure frequency without causing undue toxicity. 5, 6 The question addressed by regulatory trials, however, is different from the question faced by
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• Funding organizations should be sensitized to the need to promote high-quality comparative effectiveness RCTs, particularly in areas where evidence is lacking physicians when prescribing treatments in daily practice. 3 Not only do physicians need to be assured that a new treatment is better than placebo, but they also want to know how that treatment compares in terms of effectiveness and safety with other available agents. Due to the many trial-specific variables that influence clinical outcomes, this information cannot be derived from comparison of data across trials but needs to be obtained through head-to-head comparisons. 6 Regrettably, however, comparative effectiveness trials are generally not available at the time a new product is released into the market. To make matters worse, such trials may not be conducted for many years postmarketing and, for some AEDs, may never be performed.
There are other limitations associated with currently used adjunctive-therapy designs. To minimize the influence of confounders, these trials typically incorporate strict eligibility criteria and may exclude patients outside a predefined age range, those with a low (or high) seizure frequency, those with certain comorbidities or conditions, and those taking certain comedications. As a result, populations included in regulatory adjunctive-therapy trials differ considerably from those managed in everyday clinical practice. Moreover, unlike standard practice, regulatory study protocols allow little or no flexibility in dosing schemes, permit little or no individualization of dosage, and they generally forbid changes in concomitant AED therapy during the duration of the trial. Overall, these features may affect the generalizability of results because they do not ascertain the effectiveness of the drug under conditions of optimal use. An additional concern arises from the fact that efficacy endpoints used in regulatory adjunctive-therapy trials (50% responder rate, or median percent change in seizure frequency) have modest clinical relevance, because substantial improvement in quality of life can only be expected when sustained seizure freedom is achieved. 13, 14 Double-blind adjunctive-therapy trials are typically followed by an open-label flexible-dose extension phase. This phase addresses the ethical requirement of permitting continuation of treatment for those participants who had shown clinical benefit and offers the opportunity of a trial on active medication for those who were randomized initially to placebo. Open-label extension can provide valuable information about potentially delayed adverse effects. However, the lack of a control group and the influence of confounders, including possible changes in dosage or type of concomitant AEDs, make it difficult to draw conclusions about longterm maintenance of antiseizure effects.
Can the adjunctive-therapy design be improved?
Based on the considerations above, there is scope for considering whether currently used regulatory adjunctive-therapy trials could be improved to address ethical concerns and provide data of greater relevance to clinical practice.
Can duration of placebo exposure be minimized?
As discussed above, prolonged exposure of patients with uncontrolled seizures to placebo raises ethical concerns because of the associated increase in mortality risk. 11 In addition, inclusion of placebo in these trials discourages patients from participating, thereby hampering recruitment and introducing selection bias, which may impact negatively on the generalizability of the results. 5 One way to address these concerns while maintaining a placebo control is to require individuals to exit the trial once a small, predefined number of seizures have occurred. By doing so, patients whose seizures do not improve during treatment are protected from remaining on an ineffective treatment, and the efficacy of the AED being tested can be demonstrated by a longer time to exit compared with placebo. To date, time-to-event designs in epilepsy have been applied mostly to monotherapy trials, 6 but their feasibility for adjunctivetherapy trials has also been demonstrated. In a recent post hoc analysis of data from 3 adjunctive-therapy trials, perampanel doses of 4-12 mg/day were found to be associated Representative double-blind trial design for assessing the efficacy and tolerability of investigational new antiepileptic drugs (AEDs) given as adjunctive therapy. After an initial 4-to 8-week prospective evaluation to establish a baseline, patients are randomized to 3 parallel-dose groups or placebo. Treatment generally includes a titration period of variable length and modalities, and a 12-week maintenance period. Efficacy is evaluated by comparing changes in seizure frequency or responder rate (versus baseline) between each dose group and the placebo group. The treatment period used for efficacy assessment typically includes the titration and maintenance period combined (FDA-preferred analysis) or the maintenance period alone (EMA-preferred analysis). In the trial design illustrated in the figure, the maintenance phase is followed by a dose-alignment phase during which all patients are blindly converted to a common dose in order to preserve the double-blind. When dose alignment is completed, open-label flexible-dose treatment can be continued long-term as clinically indicated. The dose alignment phase also allows patients initially exposed to placebo to receive a trial treatment with the investigational drug. Epilepsia Open ILAE across all trials with a statistically significant prolongation of time to prerandomization monthly seizure count, generally by more than 1 week, compared with placebo, consistent with results obtained using the original primary endpoints assessed over the full duration of the trial. 15 Although time-to-event trials may be perceived by physicians as difficult to interpret in terms of clinical significance, their results can easily be translated into conventional outcome measures. For example, in a trial using time to prerandomization monthly seizure count as primary endpoint, a median time to event of 3 months in the active treatment arm would mean that 50% of patients on active treatment continued in the study for 3 months, or that 50% of patients had their seizure frequency reduced by at least two-thirds. 15 A drawback of a markedly shortened placebo exposure period is that no placebo control group is available to assess longer-term safety data. The latter shortcoming, however, could be partly addressed by introducing an active control as an additional arm (see below). In addition to time-to-event and active control designs, alternative approaches to minimize placebo exposure have been proposed, including placebo add-on to background therapy with adjustment, adaptive designs, platform trials with a pooled placebo control group, pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic modeling, and shorter trials. Advantages and limitations of these options are discussed in a recent publication. 16 Should an active control be included?
Adjunctive-therapy active control trials have been performed rarely, mainly because they are not required by current regulatory guidelines and their sensitivity in differentiating between active treatments is considered to be low, unless a new treatment with outstanding greater efficacy emerges someday. If 2 active treatments are not found to differ and placebo is not included as a comparator, the argument could be made that in the specific setting in which the trial was conducted, both treatments might have been equally ineffective. 6, 17 The latter possibility is far from remote because, historically, adjunctive-therapy RCTs have not always differentiated established active treatments from placebo, at least in certain settings. 9, 10, 18 Recently, concerns with assay sensitivity in active control trial designs were rekindled by the results of a double-blind flexible-dose RCT in which no difference in seizure outcomes was found between pregabalin and gabapentin, contrary to the expectation from earlier trials that pregabalin would show superior efficacy. 19 Despite these limitations, there is an increasing interest in including established active controls in adjunctive-therapy trials of new AEDs. This approach would address physicians' requests for comparative effectiveness data as a guide to rational prescribing and would provide industry with comparative data, which are increasingly required by national health services or insurers to make decisions on reimbursement prices of newly approved medicines. The issue of assay sensitivity in these trials could be addressed by including a placebo arm in addition to an active control, an approach that has been found to be feasible. 8 Active control adjunctive-therapy trials including a placebo arm could also use a time-to-event design, thereby minimizing ethical concerns related to prolonged exposure to placebo. To avoid selection bias, RCTs including an established active treatment would have to exclude patients already on that treatment, or previously exposed to it. 17 This could severely limit enrollment rate, and in some settings these trials may not be feasible or would take a long time to complete.
Should trial designs be adjusted to facilitate generalizability?
There are many ways by which generalizability of trial results could be improved. First, efforts could be made to broaden eligibility criteria for phase III trials, to allow inclusion of patients who are more representative of everyday practice. Second, although fixed-dose designs still need to be conducted to establish dose-response relationships, there is scope also for conducting flexible-dose studies under conditions mimicking to the extent possible routine clinical use. The feasibility of such trials, and their sensitivity in demonstrating the added value of individualized dosing, has been demonstrated. 20 A special issue related to generalizability is the possibility of extrapolating clinical trial results to different populations. In recent years, there has been increasing attention to the need to obtain as early as possible information on the benefits and risks of newly developed AEDs at the extremes of age. Regulatory agencies realize that, under certain conditions, efficacy and safety data obtained in adults can be extrapolated to children with the same disease. [21] [22] [23] A convincing case has been made that, at least for patients with focal epilepsies, efficacy data can be extrapolated from adults to children down to the age of 2 years, provided careful pharmacokinetic and tolerability studies are conducted beforehand to permit appropriate dose adjustments in relation to age. 24 It might be argued that efficacy data could be extrapolated from adults to children also for generalized tonic-clonic seizures associated with idiopathic (genetic) generalized epilepsies, even though for this seizure type there is little historical evidence from previous trials to support the contention that AED responsiveness for this seizure type in children younger than 12 years of age is comparable to that for older children or adults. Obviously, for epilepsies of infancy and childhood, such as West syndrome, Dravet syndrome, Lennox-Gastaut syndrome, or childhood absence epilepsy, no extrapolation is possible and specific efficacy studies need be conducted in the pediatric populations of interest. In the case of trials conducted in pediatric epilepsies, however, consideration should be given to whether the results could be extrapolated from children to adults with the same syndrome, provided seizure manifestations (and, presumably, pathophysiology) did not change from childhood to adulthood. As for the elderly, an effort should be made to conduct specific studies in patients of older age, or at least to enroll a sizeable number of patients over 65 in trials conducted in adult epilepsies. 25 If pharmacokinetic differences between elderly and nonelderly adults are prominent, patients above a certain age may need to be assigned to different dosages to ensure comparable levels of exposure.
When considering the applicability of clinical trial results to routine clinical practice, a major issue relates to the feasibility of extrapolating results of adjunctive-therapy RCTs to the monotherapy setting. As discussed below, this issue has become especially critical following a deliberation by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) that, under certain conditions, a monotherapy license can be granted based on an analysis of efficacy and safety data obtained in add-on trials. 26 
Monotherapy trials
For the past several decades, adjunctive-therapy trials of new AEDs permitted only regulatory approval for add-on use. Therefore, specific monotherapy trials were required to obtain a monotherapy license. Monotherapy designs to fulfill this requirement have differed widely between the 2 sides of the Atlantic.
The European paradigm: noninferiority trials in newly diagnosed patients
The guidelines of the European Medicines Agency (EMA) state that "dose-response relationships from add-on studies in refractory patients may not be applicable to use in monotherapy" not only because of the possible confounding influence of pharmacodynamic and pharmacokinetic interactions, but also because most newly diagnosed patients "have milder, more responsive forms of epilepsy." 4 The EMA guidelines emphasize the importance of conducting studies in patients with newly diagnosed epilepsy and recommend the use of randomized, double-blind active controlled designs "aiming to demonstrate at least a similar benefit/risk balance of the test product as compared to an acknowledged standard product at its optimal dose." 4, 27 The primary efficacy endpoint recommended by the EMA guidelines is the proportion of patients achieving seizure freedom for at least 6 months (excluding the dose escalation period), although a minimum follow-up of 1 year is recommended to assess longer-term safety and maintenance of efficacy. A number of noninferiority RCTs conducted according to EMA guidelines have been completed in recent years, and they led to approval of a European monotherapy license for levetiracetam, 28 zonisamide, 29 lacosamide, 30 and eslicarbazepine acetate 31 for the treatment of focal seizures in adults.
In terms of generalizability and relevance to clinical practice, studies fulfilling the EMA requirements are valuable because they are conducted in populations for which monotherapy is most commonly applied, permit individualization of dose, use clinically meaningful endpoints and, most importantly, provide comparative effectiveness data using as reference an established comparator at its optimal dose. 6 Some of these trials, however, have restrictive eligibility criteria, which may render the population not fully representative of the spectrum of patients with newly diagnosed epilepsy. When assessing these studies, consideration should also be given to any measures set in place for diagnostic validation prior to enrollment. An important conceptual concern with these trials relates to uncertainty about assay sensitivity, although in at least one case, application of this design did allow to clearly differentiate an effective from an ineffective (or less effective) treatment. 32 From the industry's perspective, these trials are expensive to conduct, mainly because patients need to be followed for 12 months, or much longer depending on the time required to optimize dose. The industry's desire to streamline time and costs has led over the years to limit the duration of these trials, thereby preventing adequate follow-up of those patients who did not respond to the initial dose and required subsequent dose adjustments. In fact, a possible explanation for pregabalin being found to be inferior to lamotrigine in one of these trials is that the initial maintenance dose of pregabalin (150 mg/day) was poorly effective, and the overall duration of the trial did not permit assessment of comparative effectiveness at higher doses. 32 The EMA guidelines are currently undergoing revision, and it is possible that some of the issues outlined above, including the agency's position on the value of noninferiority trials, may change in the future.
The U.S. conundrum: from conversion to monotherapy to extrapolation from adjunctive-therapy trials
The FDA considers noninferiority active control trials inadequate to provide evidence of efficacy for AEDs, due to concerns with assay sensitivity. Instead, seeking a monotherapy license from the FDA has traditionally required demonstration of superiority over a comparator. 6 Because placebo cannot be ethically justified as sole therapy in active epilepsy, early trials conducted to address FDA requirements involved comparison with a suboptimal (lowdose) active control. Most of these trials used the conversion to monotherapy design, whereby AED-treated patients with uncontrolled seizures are randomized to receive a high dose of the investigational agent or a low-dose active control, often referred to as "pseudo-placebo." The underlying AEDs are then removed gradually, and patients who meet predefined criteria for seizure deterioration are required to exit the study. 6 Proof of efficacy in these trials is obtained by demonstrating that patients randomized to the high-dose investigational agent exit at a lower rate and are more likely to achieve conversion to monotherapy compared with patients randomized to suboptimal treatment.
Over the years, the conversion to monotherapy trial design has come under increasing criticism on ethical grounds due to lack of equipoise, and the risks associated with worsened seizure control (particularly high in the group allocated to suboptimal treatment) following removal of underlying AEDs. 6 The observation that exit rates in groups randomized to suboptimal treatment were similar across conversion-to-monotherapy trials led the FDA to accept in 2010 a new paradigm whereby subsequent trials could use historical suboptimally treated controls as comparator. 33, 34 This approach has been used to obtain a U.S. monotherapy license for several AEDs. [35] [36] [37] [38] However, the removal of a suboptimally treated control arm did not eliminate ethical concerns associated with exposing patients to withdrawal of concomitant AEDs. In addition, demonstration of an increase in placebo response over time 7 led to questioning the validity of using control data from trials conducted many years earlier. 34 A turning point in the U.S. regulatory approach occurred in the last few years. The argument was raised that, provided appropriate assessments are done to exclude (or to control for) the influence of potential drug-drug interactions, there is no sound reason to believe that an AED found to be efficacious and safe when prescribed as add-on therapy could lose its activity when used in monotherapy. 39 In 2017, this proposition was accepted by the FDA, at least for focal seizures, with perampanel and brivaracetam being the first AEDs to be granted a monotherapy license in the United States based on analysis of data from adjunctive-therapy trials. 40, 41 Based on available evidence, it may be possible to establish with reasonable confidence whether the efficacy of an AED is affected by the presence or absence of concomitant medications. If pharmacokinetic drug interactions occur, dose adjustments can be made to ensure comparable levels of exposure between the monotherapy and the polytherapy setting. However, there are limitations in extrapolating findings from adjunctive-therapy studies, or from conversion to monotherapy trials, to the clinical settings where monotherapy is typically used. Although the range of doses or serum AED concentrations found to be efficacious in adjunctivetherapy trials in patients with pharmacoresistant epilepsy may overlap with those required in monotherapy to control seizures in newly diagnosed patients, 39 optimal dosing schedules may differ between these populations. Indeed, there is evidence that patients with newly diagnosed epilepsy often achieve sustained seizure freedom at doses that are in the lower range of those associated with clinical benefit in patients with refractory epilepsy. 6, 42 Moreover, adverse effects associated with any given serum AED concentration may differ between monotherapy and polytherapy, due to the influence of pharmacodynamic drug interactions. 43 Therefore, from the viewpoint of the practicing physicians, it would be desirable to have access to data from monotherapy trials in newly diagnosed patients, and most importantly, trials in which newly developed AEDs are compared with established agents.
Nonregulatory Trials
Nonregulatory trials are designed primarily to address goals other than obtaining a regulatory license or fulfilling commitments required by regulators. Nonregulatory trials can be conducted by different stakeholders and may serve different purposes and differ widely in quality, methodology, and value in informing rational prescribing. Two categories of nonregulatory trials of particular relevance because of their influence on clinical practice are discussed below.
Comparative effectiveness trials
Randomized comparative effectiveness trials are designed to compare the effects of 2 or more currently used treatments on clinical outcomes in order to guide therapeutic decision making. 44 If well designed, these trials provide highly valuable information and have a significant impact on clinical decision-making. Despite their common goal, comparative effectiveness trials may differ greatly in methodology, and in the extent to which they reproduce conditions that apply to routine clinical practice (Table 1) .
Some comparative effectiveness trials utilize rigorous scientific methodology, such as a double-blind design, and require investigators to follow precise rules in applying and evaluating the treatment being compared. Examples are the trials supported by the U.S. Department of Veteran Affairs to compare the effectiveness of several AEDs in patients with previously untreated or undertreated focal epilepsy. [45] [46] [47] These trials had a double-blind randomized design and used double-dummies to mask the identity of treatments. Physicians were instructed to aim at a predefined target dose or serum drug concentration, with further dose adjustments being permitted according to individual response. Clinically significant differences in outcomes could be demonstrated among various AEDs, and results have been influential in guiding physicians in their daily practice. Although these trials provide highly valuable information, their generalizability to routine care is likely to be limited to some extent. In one of the trials, for example, 765 of the 1358 patients (56%) screened for possible enrolment failed to meet inclusion criteria, including 131 patients who declined to participate, 47 and the protocol-defined procedures may have altered usual clinical management.
An alternative approach in evaluating comparative effectiveness is represented by pragmatic randomized trials. These trials are designed to reproduce more closely clinical practice, primarily by permitting physicians to apply treatments as done in routine practice. The Multicentre Study of Early Epilepsy and Single Seizures trial, which compared outcomes following immediate or deferred treatment for early epilepsy or single seizures, is an example of a typical pragmatic trial. 48 In this trial, choice of AED, choice of doses, and duration of treatment were dependent on the clinician's usual practice, and the trial simply determined which of the 2 management policies (immediate treatment or deferred treatment) had the best outcomes in a setting that mimicked routine care. A pragmatic approach was also applied in the Standard versus New Antiepileptic Drugs studies, 49, 50 even though these studies had shortcomings in trial design that may have adversely affected generalizability. 51 Because clinical management in pragmatic trials resembles routine care, these trials tend to be easily accepted by physicians and patients alike, thereby facilitating enrolment of large sample sizes. [48] [49] [50] However, for open-label studies, lack of masking can introduce bias in the assessment of outcomes.
In the last few years, there has been an increased interest in conducting comparative effectiveness trials, which are even more closely integrated into clinical care. The feasibility of these trials is facilitated by the availability of networks utilizing electronic health records (EHRs), which permit collection of outcome data as part of routine care. 44 Pointof-care pragmatic trials using individual or cluster randomization can take advantage of the infrastructure of existing networks and use EHR as a source for most data (Table  1) . 52 Similar approaches can be applied to registry-based trials. 53 To ensure optimal exploitation of these opportunities, however, a number of challenges need to be addressed. One relates to concerns about accuracy of diagnostic and outcome data in EHRs and large registries. For multicenter studies, the feasibility of harmonizing EHR systems across A broader challenge to the implementation of non-regulatory trials relates to the need to address the bureaucratic hurdles that hamper the conduction of non-industry-sponsored trials. Over the last decades, there has been a staggering increase in regulations that impact all aspects of clinical trial implementation, including regulatory approvals; documents to be supplied to ethics committees; modalities of written informed consent; and requirements for data collection, data management systems, quality assurance, and site-based monitoring. In many settings, not only has strict adherence to GCP guidelines become an absolute requirement, but there has also been a tendency to overinterpret GCP regulations. 52, 53 This has resulted in increased trial complexity, delays in trial initiation, longer trial duration, and exploding implementation costs, which severely limit the possibility of conducting academic trials. 55 The need to streamline procedures to improve efficiency and generalizability, particularly for low-risk pragmatic trials, has been emphasized repeatedly. 44, 52, 53 Clinical trials as a tool for drug promotion in the market place At times, clinical trials supported directly or indirectly by the pharmaceutical industry are designed and used as a marketing tool to promote the sponsor's products. These trials are often referred to as "seeding trials,: that is, trials of little or no scientific value that are intended to familiarize clinicians with the use of recently introduced products, increase the utilization of the same products through enrolment of patients in a "study," generate misleading information about the value of specific drugs and, at times, promote off-label use for nonapproved indications. 56 The overwhelming majority of clinical trials conducted postmarketing consists of uncontrolled trials, and these trials can represent an excellent tool for drug promotion because they typically overestimate the clinical benefit of any treatment. 1, 57, 58 A more insidious way to generate data useful for drug promotion consists of conducting RCTs that incorporate bias favoring the sponsor's product. 1, 2, 59, 60 These bias can affect any aspect of a trial design, from the choice of eligibility criteria to the interpretation of the results (Table 2 ). In fact, many comparative-effectiveness monotherapy trials performed in the last 2 decades that reported a better tolerability of recently introduced AEDs compared with older agents were affected by subtle bias, which probably led to overestimate the value of the sponsor's product.
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From Clinical Trials to Clinical Practice
Despite the limitations discussed in the previous sections of this article, clinical trials provide invaluable information about risks and benefits of individual treatments. Their usefulness in guiding treatment decisions, however, is variable, being dependent on design specificities that affect the quality of the data (internal validity) and their generalizability to routine clinical care (external validity). There is often a tug- To make optimal use of trial data in clinical practice, it is essential for trial results to be interpreted correctly. Many pitfalls that can lead to misinterpretation of the data, and physicians need to scrutinize carefully methodology and results without necessarily accepting the authors' conclusions, as discussed in detail in a recent publication.
1 Apparently minor methodologic details, such as choice of dosing schemes and pharmaceutical formulation, 1, 63 can have a profound impact on clinical outcomes, and introduce bias in the assessment of comparative effectiveness. In addition, attention needs to be paid to the presentation of results. For example, responder rates may differ markedly depending on whether seizure outcomes are calculated over the entire treatment period or over the maintenance period, particularly when efficacy assessments based on the maintenance period exclude from the denominator those patients who tolerated the treatment poorly and exited during dose titration. 64 Furthermore, not all physicians seem to be aware that as a rule responder rates are calculated by using the lastobservation-carried-forward (LOCF) analysis, that is, by including in the efficacy analysis those patients who exited the trial prematurely. 1 For example, if in a 20-week trial a patient exited after 2 weeks because of adverse effects and did not experience any seizure during those 2 weeks, that patient will be considered in the final analysis as having achieved seizure freedom. It could be argued that the measure of efficacy most meaningful to the practicing physician is the proportion of patients who had their seizures improved and were able to complete the trial. Yet, this information is rarely reported. 65 In a systematic review of randomized placebo-controlled adjunctive-therapy trials, only 3 of the 63 trials conducted in adults with focal epilepsy reported the proportion of patients who completed the trial successfully, that is, who had a >50% reduction seizure in seizure frequency and were able to complete the trial. 7 Finally, it should be remarked that there are still many areas where evidence from RCTs is lacking, particularly with respect to most rare pediatric epilepsy syndromes. There is also a paucity of trials that address important aspects such as disease prevention and disease modification, etiology-based treatments, the comparative value of potentially synergistic AED combinations, biomarker-guided treatments, and treatments targeting common comorbidities. There is also a need for improved communication between preclinical and clinical scientists in improving the translational value of research. 66 Finally, even in areas where RCTs exist, there are still important deficiencies in the quality of the information available. As eloquently stated in a recent metanalysis of pediatric RCTs in epilepsy, "the quality of studies should be improved through the use of comparative designs, relevant outcomes, appropriate follow-up length, and more reliable inclusion criteria." 67 
CONCLUSIONS
Physicians need to make treatment decisions based on evidence, and well-designed clinical trials represent the best source of evidence. Regrettably, as discussed in this article, there many areas related to epilepsy treatment where RCTs have not been conducted. Moreover, most RCTs that have been conducted in patients with seizure disorders have been designed to address regulatory requirements, and their usefulness as a guide to rational prescribing is limited. Any adjustment in regulatory requirements to improve generalizability of clinical trial data to routine clinical practice would be welcome. Research-funding organizations should be sensitized about the lack of adequate evidence to guide therapeutic practice in epilepsy, and the need to promote highquality comparative effectiveness trials, including pragmatic trials.
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